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INTERRELATION OF EXEAUST-GAS CONSTITUENTS
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SUMMARY

An incdigation was made to determine the interrela-
tion oj the corwtituentbof tlw exhaust gases of internal-
combustion en~”nes and tha e~ect of engine performance
on these reldimw Six single+ylinder, l&@d-cooled twt
engines and one 9-c@ndm radial air-cooled engine uw-e
tested. ?rarious types of combustion chamberswere UWG?
and the engines were operated at compression T&”osfrom
6.1 to 7.0 using spark ignition andjrom 13.6 to 16.6 using
cmnpresswn ignition. The inrehgatwn cmwreda range
oj engine speedafiom l@O to 9,100 r. p. m. T%efuels
used were two gradks of mzidicm gasoline, Auto Di#el
fuel, and Laboratory Die8el fuel. Power, f~ion, and
fuel-consumption duta were obtained jrmn the tingle-
c@inder engines ai tlM same time that the exhawi-gu
samples were collected.

De~nite rela$icnw,which were independent of engine
design and operating condition+ were found among the
constituents of exhaustgases, air-fuel ratio, water of com-
bustion, and combustionq@iency. Combustionefi~”ency
and amount of water of combustion increased apprm”-
mately lintwrly with m’r-fiel ratio for muchmixtures and
were Wependent of mixture ~irengthfor lean mixtures.
These reidions make it possible to obtain a complete
exhaust-gas analysis simply by determining the air-fuel
ratio or the CC)gand Oz content. The results also showed
that compression-ignition augines may be operated at th%
same air-fuel ratio as spark-ignition enghws without loss
in combustion e@iency.

INTRODUCTION

The mixture strength, or ratio of air to fuel, of
internal-combustion engines is of paramount impor-
tance, not only because it is a fundamental factor for
the corrdation of all engine-performance data but
because of its effect on the specific fuel consumption
and the temperature of the engine cylinder.

The direct method of determiningg the mixture
strength of conventional engines is to measure the ti
and fueI entering the engine cylinder. The inconven-
ience of such a procedure necessitates the substitution
of some indirect method, such as noting the decrease of

engine speed with a constant-pitch propeller when the
mixture is Iea.ned, noting the temperature of the
qdinder head, or snaIyzing the exhaust gases.

Various instruments are commercially am.iIabIe for
indicating the mixture strmgth. As the operation of
the more promising types of instruments for aircraft
depends upon one or more constituents or on some
property of the constituents of the eihaust gases, it is
essential to Imow the correlation of these constituents
with mixture strength. If the relation of ail the prod-
ucts of cornbustiou to one particular component couId be
established, eapeciaIIy to one that could readily be s
determined, the measurement and control of the mix-
ture strength of aircraft engines, eapecidy for cruising
conditions, wouId cume into more general use.

This investigation was made to estabIish the relation-
ship among the constituents of the exhaust gases of
internal-combustion airoraft engines and to determine
the Muence of engine design and operating conditions .-
upon the9e relationships.

APPARATUS AND METHOD

A modified Bureau of Mines gas-analysis apparatus
with Bureau of Standards type pipettes was used for
the anfdysia of the edaust-gas sampIes. (See reference
1.) Caustic potash was used for absorbing COZ and
alkaIine pyrogaIIoI for absorbing 02. By means of
simpIe stoichiometric equations and “osygen and nitro-
gen bakmces,” the aii-fuel ratio, H–C ratio of the fuel,
and water of combustion were computed.

Combustion eflkiency was computed from the heat
liberated, which is the heat evoked by the formation .
of C02, E20, and CO, and from the potential heat,
which is the sum of the amount of heat Iiberated and
the amount that couId be evoIved by the combustion of
the unburned combuetibk, CO, H,, and Cm. YaIues
of the molecular heats of combustion given in reference
2 were used in the calculations.

Sii singkcyIinder, Iiquid+ooled test engines and one
commercial 9-cylinder radial air-cooled engine were
used in this investigation. Table I shows the engine
test conditions and the fueIs used. The fighting grade
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TABLE L-ENGINE TEST CONDITIONS

~Z-k ~ : ‘:=” ‘! G’

Spark.. . . . . . . . Lfqnld.. . . C!erburetoi~&d8t&rd grade aviationgam- b.11 ,

Bulbprwbamber.-.. . . . . . . Compress!ou-.. —do.—. Injection-:. . . . . Auto‘Dimel and Labmatow

Vwtioaldisk..—..do_ . . . ..-... do- .. . . . . . .--do--- . . . ..do—.—-- AutoDiese.L_.. .. . . . . . . . . . .
V.y;;h&?tfakwithdtapfacer__.do...-_- .._-do___ ...-do.-—---- ...-. do------------------------

Swk______ .._.do___ Carburetormd Stan:ard grade aviationgmw ha ,

— ..-.do.-..”---- –.–d:-— -------------------- .

6p~dW1.-... .----------- —.-do....-.. - AIL...--- Carburetor.,y.- Ffghtlnggradeaviationmacdlne.

aviation gasoline complied with hmy~ Specification No.
Y-3557-G and the standard grade aviation gasoline
with Aeronautical Specification No. 7G3. The distillat-
ion curves of these fuels are given in’figure:l. Tnspite
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of the differences in dietilIation characteristics, all the
fuels had practically the same H-C ratio, 0.175, as
determined from exhaust-gas analyses. (See reference 1.)

Power, friction, and fuel-consumption data were
obtained from the test engines at the same time that the
exhaust-gas samples were colIected. The i. m. e. p. was
obtained by the addition of the f.m. e.p. and the b.m. e.p.

COMBUSTIONCHARACTERISTICSOF AVIATION
GASOLINES AND DIESEL FUELS

Exhaust-gas composition.-The combustion of a
hydrocarbon with excess air in an internal-combustion

engine ‘results in the formation of HaO and C’02 with
Nz and Oz left from the air. The combustion of a
hydrocarbon with a deficiency of air produces H20,
CO*, Nz, onIy a trace of 0~, and also CO, Hz, and CIT,.
Some investigators have shown tho presence of un-
saturated hydrocarbons but tests at this laboratory
with fuming sulphuric acid gave no indication of
their presenoe.

Figure 2 shows the composition (by volume) of the
exhaust gases from spark- and compression-ignition
engin~ using fuels with an H-C ratio of 0.175, As t@
composition is given on the usual dry Ix&, the in-

Air-fueirdb

Frourm 2.-Com@t1on of exhauatgar+efromapark-and mmpre@on.lgnitIon
engfncausingfuelswithH-C rat[oof0.17b.
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cIusion of HZO gives a total percentage greater than
100. The hugest constituent is Nz, vmying from 77
to 85 percent of the exhaust gases; COZ varies from 9
to approximately 14 percent; and HZO varies from 9 to
about 16 percent. The matimum dues of N*, COZ,
and HZO occur at approximately the chemically cor-
rect mi~ture. The amount of CO and 01 varied horn
O to 9 percent, Oz being smaII m the rich region
and CO small in the Iean region. The amount of Hz is
approximately half the quantity of CO. The amount
of CH4 is small and appro.ximateIy constant for alI
mixtures.

The presence of 0, in rich mktures and of CO in
lean mixtures has been questioned by different investi-

- A!A.C/i I I I
q .—— Fining (refwence 7}_
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FIQURE8.-Compmfscmofexbanst-gasanalyws.

gahm. Dicksee (reference 3) found neither constitu-
ent, but Best (reference 4) gives amdyses that contain
both CO and 02. Minter (reference 5) states that Oi is
always present in the exhaust even when rich mixtures
are used and concIudes that the presence of 01 is due
ta unequal distribution of the fueL D’Alleva and
LovelI (reference 6) &o found Ozpresent in the exhaust
gas of rich mixtures, the 02 content averaging 0.2
percent.

For rich mixtures the soIid line (fig. 2) drawn through
the test points for C02 was assumed tu be straight and
was Iocated by the method of Ieast squares. For Iean
mixtures a curve simikr to the theoretical one was
drawn. The point of ink-section of the two solid
curves corresponds to an air-fuel ratio of 14.4. The
Oz curve was calcukked from thp reIation of air-fuel
ratio to C?Oiand Oz (equation (12)) and the CH4 curve,
from equation (2). All of the other cum-es were cal-
culated by substituting the determined -dues of COfi
and Oz in equations (6), (7), (8), and (10). The
equations are presmted in the appendix and were devel-
oped from the empiricaI relations established in refer-
ence 1. Note that these equations are applicable only
to fueIahaving H-C ratios of 0.175.

The dashed lines of figure 2 for Iean mixtures (ai.r-
fuel ratios greater than 15) show the amounts of Oz,
CO,, H,O, and Nz tlmt would result from complete

combustion of the fuel. The theoretical vahes of COZ
and HZO are Iarger than the empiricaI values, which
indicates incomplete combustion of the C and Hz. The
empirical vahe of Oz is larger than the theoretical on
account of the Oz that was not used to burn the C to
CO, and the H, to H,O.

The results obtained at this Laboratory me compared
in figure 3 with those obtained by Ferming (reference 7)
and D’Alleva and lk-rell (refermce 6). Fenniug’s ex-
hmst-gas samples were obtained from a singIe-cylinder
skev+vake engine of 4j&inch bore and 5%-bCh stroke, .
operat~ at S00 r. p. m. He used a high-grade com-
mercial gasoIinedesignated as“BowIey’s SpeciaI petrol.”
D’AIIeva and hvelI used commercial gasoline in one
8-cylinder and t~o 6-cylinder automobile engines.
Exhaust-gas sampIes were taken from an exhaust pipe
common to all the cylinders. The three inves@ations
show approximately the same relationship. This
agreement is especially interesting in view of the fact
that over 20 years elapsed between Ferming’s and the
other two investigations.

Water of combustion,-The weight ratio of the water
formed by combustion of the fuel to the amount of fuel
used is of importance when water recovery is consid-
ered as a means of maintaining the equilibrium of an
airship. Under normal operating conditions the amount
of water reco-rtied is from 90 to 100 percent of the fuel
used (reference S). This percentage depends upon the
water of combustion, the efficiency of the condenser,
aud the humidity of the ah.

Figure 4 shows the effect of air-fueI ratio on the ratio
of the writer of canbustion to the amount of fueI used.

Air-fuef rdio
FIGUREA-Cmnbu?.tionediciencyandwaterofcombustion.

The water of combustion increases approtiatdy
linearly with the air-fuel ratio for rich mixtures and is
independent of mixture strength for lean mixtures.
The curve drama through the points was obtained from
a solution of equation (14), proper vaks of COZand Oz
being used. The dashed line is the ratio that would
resdt from complete combustion of the hydrogen in the
fueL
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FiOUES6.—Waterwf.combmtlonchart (empkkal).

Figure 5 is a chart constructed from equation (14)
correlating the ratio of water of combustion to fuel
burned with COZand 02. The water of combustion in
the exlaust may be rapidly determined for amy period
of time from the weight of the fuel used during this in-
terval and the percentages of CO* and Oz present.
Figure 6 has been prepared to show the aggeement be-
tween the values of the ratio of water of combustion to
fuel burned obtained from figure 6 and from the expmi-
mental values. The agreement is not particularly
good, there being a deviation of approximately +10
percent. The discrepancy may be due to inaccurat~
determinations of the experimental vahme of water of
combustion (see fig. 4) inasmuch as any error in the
determination of hTz,CO*, 02, and CO enters into the
experimental determination of these values.

Combustion ei3ciency,-Figure 4 also shows the in-
fluence of air-fuel ratio on combustion e%kiency.
Note that combustion efficiency increases approxi-
mrddy IinearIy with air-fueI ratio for rich mixtures and
is approximately constant at a value of about 97 per-
cent for lean mixtures. The increase in combustion
efficiency with air-fuel ratio indicates the Iarge im-
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provement possible in thermal efficiency and, tl~erc-
fore, the e-&nomy of presentday aircraft eugincs.
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was determined by the method used for figure 2 except
that equation (16) was used. This equation, corre-
Ming combustion eficiency with CO* and Oz, is show

graphically in figure 7. By means of this figure and a
s.impIeOrSat apparatus the combustion efficiency may
readily be determined. F~e 8 shows the agreement
between dues of combustion ef6ckmcy determined
from figure 7 and those determined by experiment.
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FIGURE9.-RelatiFE mmbustfon of hydrwenandcarbon.

Combustion of hydrogen and carbon.—The effect of
mixture strength on the ratio of the products of com-
plete combustion (HiO/COJ is plotted in @re 9.
The solid em-ve through the points was obtained from
the empirical values of CO, and H,O. The data show
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that, for lean mixtures, there is sufficient 02 to burn
both Hg and C and the ratio .of the products of com-
plete combustion is constant. __TheoreticaIIy this ratio
for compIete combustion is 1.04 but, wwi.ngto the in-
completeness of combustion in this region, the ratio is
dightiy 1sss. For rich mixtures the H, burns more
readily than the C!in the fuel. The fuel does not burn
as free Hz and free C! but, probably, as various hydro-
carbons in such a manner that relatively more Ha is
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consumed than C. Gerrish and Foster (reference 9)
have shown that, when sufhient Diesel fuel is present
in the engine cylinder to utilize all the 02, the addition
of HX increases the quantity of HZO formed and de-
cressas the amountmf C02.

Engine performance,-In figure 10 the engine
performance has been shown as a factm- of the air-fuel
ratio for the compression-ignition engines 2, 3, and 4
and the spark-ignition engines 5 and 6 operating with a
carburetor under the conditions shown in table I.
The positions of maximum power for the ditTerent

engines and conditions on this basis are kienticrd and
occur at a defln.ite air-fuel ratio, approximately 13.
All engines investigated me on an equivalent basis as
regards air-fuel ratio and combustion efficiency; the
differences in their performance me duo to tho amount
of charge present and the efficiency of tim cycle.

It was thought that some of the differences in the
performance of the engines might be the cause of tho
scatter of the experimental data presented in figures !2,
4, and 9. It was impossible, however, to obtain closer
agreement by grouping the daht according to cugincs
or engine conditions and it is therefore concluded that
the exhaust=gas constituents, air-fucI ratio, water of
combustion, combustion efficiency, and their relation-
ships me independent of engiue design und mmmer of
operation.

CO~CLUSIO~S

The following conclusions have been drawn from tho
redts presented,

1. The cmstituents of t,ho exhaust gases from
internal-combustion engines bore a dcfinit~ inter-
relation.

2. Factors computed from exhaust-gas analyses,
such M air-fuel ratio, water of combustion, and com-
bustion efioiency, bore a definite relation to ono mother
and to the constituents of the exlmust gas.

3. Engine performance and operating comlit.ions,
such as compression ratio, engine speed, injection
advance angle, and method of ignition, did not affect
the relations between the exhaust-gas constituents and
the factors computed from them.

4. The relations of the constituents and factors
make it possible to obtain a completo &xhaus@as
analysis simply by determining the air-fuel ratio or the
amount of CO~and 02.

5. For rich mixtures the H9 of hydrocmlwn fuels
burned more readiIy than the C.

6. Compression-ignition engines were operated at
the same air-fuel ratio as spark-ignition engines without
loss in combustion efficiency,

7. Combustion efficiency and water of combustion
increased approximately linearly with air-fuel ratio for
rich mixtures and were independent of mixture strength
for Iean mixtures.

LANQLtiY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

NATiONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEY FIELD) JrA., September T, 193’7.



APPENDIX

DEVELOPMENT OF EMPIRICAL RELATIONSHIPS
AMONG THE CONSTITUENTS OF’ THE EXHAUST
GASES FROM INTERIMLL-COMBUSTION ENGINES

According to reference 1 for standard md fighthg
grades of atiation gasolines, Auto Diesel fuel, and
Laboratory Diesel fuel

H,=o.51 CO (1)

CH,=O.22 (2)

K=&o.175 (3)

H,0=5.955 K (CO,+ COACH,) –H2–2CH4 (4)

and

0,+ C0,(l+2.355 K)+ CO(O.604+2.355 K)–
0.186E,–CHJO.582-2.355 K)=20.9 (5)

Inserting the values of H,, C!HQand Kin equation (5)
and then sohzing for CO,

CO=22.733–1.0S6 0E–1.533 CO* (6)

Insertiic this value of CO in equation (l),

HZ=ll.594–0.554 02–0.782 CO, (7)

Inserting the wdues of Hz, Cm, K, and CO in equa-
tion (4),

H,O=L1.885-O.578 0%+0.226 CO, (8)

By differences there is obtained

hT2=100—C02—02— CO—Ha—C~ (9)

Substituting the values of H,, Cm, and CO in
equation (9),

N,=65.453+0.6395 0z+l.3148 (702 (lo)

The air-fuel ratio (A/F) is

X*
(–)28”84 0.791 (11)

#=12 (C0,+C0+CH,)+2.015 (H2+H,0+2CHJ

where the values outside the parentheses are the
molecular weights of air, carbon, and hydrogen and
0.791 is the volumetric ratio of Nz to air.

Substituting in equation (11) the values pretiousIy
found for Nz, C~ H,, CO, and HZO,

A~=1.523
(

102.350+C)a+2.056 CO,
21.139—02—0.491 COa)

(12)

The ratio of the water of combustion to the fuel pre-
sent (17/F) is

18.015 HZO
~=12(C0,+C0+C&) +2.015 (H,+ H20+2CH,) (13)

Substituting the vahwa pretioudy found for H*O,
CO, Cl& and H,,

TV ( )20.562–02+0391 CO~
~=o.680

21.139–Oi–0.491 CO,
(14)

In the determination of the combustion ef%ciency,
the heat of vaporization of H20 is not included because
the cylinder gases are exha~ted at a temperature con-
siderably above the hoi@ point of -water. The heats
of combustion of the fuels have been computed from
the heats of combustion of the elementary constituents.
This method is m error by the heat of forruation of the
fuel. The error is small, however, amounting to about
1 percent in combustion eftlciency for air-fuel ratios
giving maximum power. The heats of combustion
utilized in the calculations me given in kilojoules
(absolute) at 18° C. and 1 atmosphere (refermce 2).

The heat Iiberated by the formation of C02, H20,
and CO is

395 CO*+ 11O.6CO+242 H,O

The heat that could be evolved by the combustion
of the unburned combustibles is

242 Ha+284.4 CO+799 Cm

The combustion efEciency may be expressed as the
ratio of the heat liberated to the sum of the heat liber-
Btedand the heat that stilI could be evolved.
Combustion eflioiency

CO,+ O.280CO+ O.613&O
‘CO,+ CO+ O.613H*O+O-613 H,+2.023 CHL

(15)

Substituting the vahes previously found for H90,
00, ~ and H,,
Oombustion efficiency

=0.370
(

20.74–OZ+l.079 C02
)21.11—Oa—0.491 CC)Z

(16)

A summary of the solution of the equatiom is givau
h table II.
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TABLE 11.-SUMMARY OF VALUES COMPUTED FROM
EMPIRICAL EQUATIONS

11
12
K!
14
15
16
17
Is
19
E
22
22
24

Coa

$%

s. 76
;: g

la:02
la 23
12 as
law
11.46
10.WJ
10.40
Q.92
9.44
9.co
am

I I

$&- (%?-(E.
cent)wit) cent;

‘1
0.16 9.14 4.ss
.44 6.s6 6,89
.69 4.al 2.20
.~ :x L07

.60
H .6s .33
am .4a .25
4.49 .30 ,16
&36 :2J .10
&16 .06
6.86 .06 .04
7.M .0s .03
S.lS .06 .03
3.74 .06 .02

1 I t

HsO
J& k?;

77.0s la 76
79.13 16,93
aL@a 14.16
azw 14.46
M. 72 ;; g
63.6a
aa 61 1264
a a9 ILSS

IL 23
2: lam
azw 10.16
a271 ~sJ
.32.63
a2a7 a7a

%,
Water
Fiiii-

(Lm2
Lo4a

::%
L247
LH6
L 261
L!Wl
L%lil
L !479
L ml

i%
1.224


